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On Wednesday, September 14th,
Virginia 21, the Virginia
Business of Higher Education
Council, and the Faculty Senate
of Virginia held a conference in
which the candidates for
Virginia Governor relayed their
respective positions on higher
education in the state of
Virginia.
Virginia
Commonwealth
University hosted the forum
titled, "Focus on Education: A
Dialogue with Candidates for
Governor."
The forum was open to the
press, administration and students alike.
Student Governments from
universities all over the state
were
present
including,
Longwood, Radford, Virginia
Tech, George Mason, James
Madison, as well as others.
The students were there as
part of the Virginia 21, which is
a student advocacy program
geared towards keeping young
voters informed, involved and
motivated to participate in
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Kaine listed the expansion of educational institutions in
SW Virginia among his three
highest priorities if elected
Governor.
He felt that helping one part of
our state would in turn improve
the economic standing of the
entire state.
His opponent Jerry Kilgore
also stressed the importance of
such educational expansion but
differed in the methods to obtain
the necessary funding.
Jerry Kilgore, (left.) Tim Kaine, (right~
While Kaine stated that he
plans to avoid any raise in taxes
hopeful,
former
Attorney "...progress in government for educational purposes, Kilgore
General Jerry Kilgore, democrat- depends on the broad diffusion claimed that, while not an ideal
ic hopeful Lieutenant Governor of knowledge among the general option, education is important
enough to justify a slight tax raise
Tim Kaine, and republican public"
In fact both he and Kilgore if needed.
turned independent Russ Potts.
Funding was a big part of the
Each candidate gave a ten referred to themselves as
Jeffersonians
and
both
candidates
dialogue
with the candidates. The
minute opening statement folstressed
that
the
economic
stabilBase Adequacy Formula (BAF),
lowed by a forty-five minute
ity and growth of an area and which is the formula with which
panel and audience interaction.
The discussion with each candi- state is based on how educated its the state plugs in all factors of
university spending (such as lands
date lasted only an hour. Each people are.
Southwest Virginia's compara- maintenance, faculty salary, financandidate spoke about how they
weigh the importance of higher bly poor economic state and low cial aide, etc.) and tries to approeducation and how they planned number of community colleges priate the funds as necessary.
to secure institutions as well as and universities, helped further
see VA21 p.4
further the states education rates. illustrate the candidates theories.

politics.

The candidates present
at the forum were republican

Kaine introduced his
philosophy on higher education
by quoting Thomas Jefferson,

French Hall to Stop Housing Students
Brook Savage
Staff Writrr
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Waiting for Janet to Turn 21 Since 1920

Volume 84, Number li

With over 1,000 students entering Longwood this fall, the
housing department has been
forced to change its goals set for
university housing.
The plans to use Stanley Park
instead of French . Hall were
changed near the end of summer. Stanley Park could not
house all remaining residents.
Therefore the decision was
made to open the first and second floor of French, and eventually the third floor was opened
as well.
French Hall did not plan. to
open its doors as a residence hall
again after last spring. Due to
the growing number of transfer
students and incoming fresh-

men, plans were altered, and it
was reopened.
Longwood still plans to close
French
after this
spring.
"Longwood
Real
Estate
Foundation (is) moving forward
to purchase the existing Stanley
Park properties," said Douglas
Howell, head of Residential and
Commuter Life.
Although it will no longer
serve as a residence hall, French
riall will still contribute to the
campus. The residence hall will
be modified into an academic
environment that could include
offices, classrooms or large meeting rooms.
Whatever becomes of French,
one thing is very clear, the
appearance of the hall will not
change. This building is a "bookend" of the campus and only the

way in which the building is used
will change.
Many students were surprised
by the change. It is hard for students to understand the closing

Historic French Hall
www. longwood. tdu

of a resident hall without any
known problems.
The only reasons given for the
closing are the planned modifications.
"I think that French is a great
building to live in, it gives you a

sense of the beginning of
Longwood," stated Christine
Maynes, a transfer student. "I
hope whatever they do to it,
involves keeping the 'look' the
same."
Longwood is making big plans
for its residents in the coming
years. In addition to French,
other resident halls also have
planned renovations. Cox &
Wheeler were initially slated to be
closed'for changes. They hope to
upgrade both buildings with air
conditioning and other amenities,
although no official plans have
been finalized. For updated information on the ongoing construction
projects,
visit
http://www.longwood.edu/construction/.
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Words From tke Editor: Slavery Eradicated?
In 1787,
Thomas
Jefferson
wrote,
"Those
w ho
labour in
the earth
are
the
chosen people of God, if ever he
had a chosen people, whose
breasts he has made his peculiar
deposit for substantial and genuine virtue."
Jefferson was referring to the
rich, white, male plantation owners laboring in the earth. This
assumption is completely absurd
and ironic, since the plantation
owners only entered the fields to
punish their slaves.
In actuality it was the slaves
who were those laboring in the
earth, and Jefferson was so dissociated from the work force that
he failed to address the problem
to effect social change. Jefferson

verbally and publicly disagreed
with the practice of slavery, but
his government and economy
held precedence over the human
rights-of those suffering.
While writing about this for
southern literature, I was overcome with a strange sense of
familiarity. It felt as though I had
been reading about the injustice
of African-Americans in the
south due to government neglect for days.
Could it be possible that after
200 years America is still trying
to seed out the undesirables?
Apparently ignoring, this poverty-stricken region for years was
not enough.
Hurricane Katrina provided a
shining opportunity to implement survival of the fittest. The
fittest still being rich, white
males.
Before Katrina hit, George
Bush knew that there were at
least $250 million worth of proj-

ects remaining. So, when hurricane
season started, why was he not prepared?
Why did he publicly say he did
not send relief because no one told
him it was "that bad?"
Perhaps it was because he knew
the New Orleans population was
67% African American, and that
34% of the population was living
below the federal poverty line.
It now makes even more sense
why we are picking unnecessary
fights with other countries instead
of spending that money on helping
our national community. And I do
not want to hear one more person
say that all of these people put
themselves in this life of penury or
that they are all worthless drug
dealing whores with no aspirations
in life.
It has been statistically proven
that a single mother on welfare will
not be able to support herself.
How is she going to receive an
education, to find a better job.

when she is working two jobs to
support her family?
It was easy to hide these people
away behind the bright lights and
casinos, which were also tragically
lost
After the water went down,
there were suddenly thousands of
people in the streets with nothing.
People who resented their government for ignoring their pleas.
People who were pissed off and
felt that they had every-right to pillage what they could.
People who could not find their
children. People who were screaming into reporters' cameras that
they were going to die alone, in a
high school gym, because no one
would provide them with insulin.
And now our response is to
leave the rest of the people in the
middle of what used to be New
Orleans? This problem, which
looms nationwide, is only being
addressed now because the situation has gotten out of control.

When Jefferson failed to take
action against slavery it was disheartening, but more fitting to his
time.
Now these "free citizens" are
struggling for survival and there
is no rapid response. They have
left their enslaved, government
homes to waste away in a football stadium.
Someone has already taken
the blame for this tragedy, so the
rest can be written off as an
unfortunate learning experience.
Call it what you want—just
because the term "slavery" has
been phased out, there is little
evidence to support that the people of America are equal or free.

w
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The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is published weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam
periods) and is printed in the offices of the FarmvilU Herald, Farmville,
VA.
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must
be received by nine p.m. the Monday prior to the next Thursday's publication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and
telephone number. Any person wishing to have hi$/her name not
appear on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are
subject to editing.
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is
looking for people who are interested in writing, editing or layout. We
currendy have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to
come to our meetings, on Mondays at 9:15 PM.

gallon of gas!! Yeowzers! Like I
said before, the British were just as
Gas prices here are indeed outraged as the Americans, but
cheap in relation to other coun- they did something about it! The
tries. The price of gas in America British held a strike, which lasted
has increased to an unsighdy $3.00 for three days and resulted in a cut
(!) in the past few weeks and every- of the price by four pence ($0.07)!
one affected is most unhappy. But
Protests, rallying, speaking one's
were Americans the only ones mind; those are all ways to get
affected?
heard. Yes, the country is very
Although America was the only large and it can be overwhelming
country physically affected by the to think of how many people need
hurricane, it was not the only to be involved to make one small
country affected by the gas prices. change, but it can be done. We
The United Kingdom, to exempli- must get off of our backsides and
fy', has just had an increase in the open our eyes to the world around.
price of gas too. Our British
Are you unhappy with the way
friends normally filled up their Bush handled the disaster of
tanks for ?0.80 ($1.44) per liter of Katrina? Start a petition! Sign a
"petrol," as they call it, whereas petition! Write to your local conAmericans were paying an average gressman, write to all of them! We
of $2.20 per gallon. Converting mustn't be the generation of
liters to gallons we find out that aloofness!
the British were paying a little over
$3.00 per gallon before the hurri-Emily Maloney
cane. Feel a little better yet?
I have found out that the people
of the UK are just as outraged as
Americans are about the gas
Ah, back at Longwood. On my
prices, especially since their cast of car ride here, as many from
gas/petrol has climbed up to over Richmond are aware you know the
90 pence for the first time. After longest 9.8 miles stretch that condoing all of the figuring it is a fact nects 360 to 460, my mind began
that people of the UK are current- to drift the marvelous and
ly paying an average of $6.80 per uncharted new school term.

Though I apologize for the
recklessness of my driving, I
swear
I
only
play
England/America on safe roads
that are well lit and free of deaf
children playing. (For those who
want to know what that game is
you start on the right lane,
America, then swerve to the left
lane, England.
Childish I know, but hey it is
how I roll). As I was saying earlier my mind drifted to the upcoming semester. This got me to
thinking of a former girlfriend
who recently graduated from our
fair mater.
As you can see, and I will
explain later on my hypothesis, I
cannot multi task. In fact, I have
yet to meet a male who can. (If
you can, my hat (taking it off) to
you sir).
The reason I thought of this is
that I think I dated her because
one, she had amazing music taste
and secondly she had this uncanny ability to multi task.
I mean not your atypical
female multi task, but I am talking about flat out Kryptonian
ability to do a gazillion things at

see LETTER p.3
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone
to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props;
Th&"ActU>Ut" tiryour outi&tfor batdi4^g■^ocial^^u^x^andythlr^tiu^iuch. ThiyCyyour
+ Zingers!
your chance, to- do- iomething- about K«:t«ft^ ev^, imtea^ of/i^ wh*>Un^ abmtf rl\«^ So+ Dr. Van Ness and his guidance
ipeah up and/ act up. Because-, if yow're- not mad/, youlre, not paying- attention,. Email
+ Redskins beating the Cowboys
Actfoltt idea* to- rx)tunda@uyngwood\edui
+ The Who
cane season was the worst in stand the elements.
Kyle Castillo
+ Ghost hunting in a skirt
decades. In spite of that, the
What they are culpable for is
News Editor
+ Cold weather, finally
federal government came back their rescue response which was
New Orleans wasn't built in a this spring with the steepest more stagnant than the water
+ Tight white pants
day, but it fell in one.
reduction in hurricane and rotting the heart of New
+ Cute boys
As Katrina rolled out of flood-control funding for New (Means.
+ Cute girls!
town, the angry tide from I.ake Orleans in history.
The formation of Homeland
+ Being giddy in the early morning
Poncentrane crept in, drowning
"Because of the proposed Security was supposed to create
+. M&M's supporting breast cancer awareness
the streets of New Orleans, cuts, the Corps office there an infrastructure that provided
leaving only sorrow in its wake. imposed a hiring freeze.
+
Lucid dreams
superior communication and
For days, I, along with most
"Officials said that money coordination amongst govern+ Adderall (prescription only, of course)
of the country, watched the targeted for the SELA project - mental officials and agencies in a
+ Birthday parties
destruction unfold, in awe of - $10.4 million, down from time of crisis.
+ Playing outside
what could only be described as $36.5 million — was not enough
By stripping power away from
an act of God.
to start any new jobs."
FEMA, Homeland Security was
Drops:
The problem is, it didn't take a
Even after prodding by the to provide protection from dis- People who would rather complain than help
sign from Gdd, or even a Louisiana congressional delega- aster, and if that disaster was
Nostradamus prediction to fore- tion, the President only allocat- inevitable, to rescue the sur- Cowboys losing to the Redskins
cast the city's demise.
ed one-sixth of what officials vivors from the aftermath.
- Pollen
For years, residents had been said was needed to make southThe response from our gov- Seasonal colds
clamoring for government offi- east Louisiana's chief hurricane ernment was expected to be
- Cafe lines
cials to provide the
swift and coordinated,
- Having to wake up early
funding necessary to "Swift" and "coordinat- no matter if the disaster
- The threat of furry boots returning with the cold
construct levees able ed"; somehow these two was the result of a terweather
to withstand water words were forgotten by rorist named Al Zaquiri
surges that a storm of those in charge, (yes you or a hurricane named
- Papers that keep you up all night
Katrina's ilk produces. Mr.
President, and you Katrina.
- People walking their dogs in the flower gardens
Many New Orleans Mr. Chertoff, and espeSwift and coordinated,
- Getting bags under your eyes
area newspapers, such
some how these two
cially
ydx
u,
Mr.
Brc
\rown.)
- Root canals and broken ribs
as the Times Picayune
words were forgotten by
- Bad poetry
,and New Orleans City
those in charge, (yes you
- Republicans
Business had campaigned for project effective.
Mr. President, and you Mr.
action in recent years by high- Sandals that fall apart
This act of neglect is not lim- Chertoff and' especially you Mr.
lighting the inadequacies of the ited to just the current adminis- Brown.) Perhaps they got Jost
levee system and the failures of tration. In fact, the levee system amidst the spewing of excuses
LETTER cont'd p.2
chore/project/under cover secret
the government to address the itself was flawed since its origi- and issuances of denial.
issue. •
agent mission) in a few minutes,"
nal construction in 1965.
President Bush has in recent
But
as
I
said
being
a
male
I
and come Christmas it's no where
Apparendy government offiBuilt only to withstand a cat- days accepted responsibility for
cials don't watch the news or egory 3 hurricane, Katrina's cat- the federal governments' lack of went straight back to thinking of near complete.
read the paper.
Have you ever seen my yard?
egory 5 strength probably response and has proposed an Longwood then to Longwood
Luckily, there is a solution. Now
In 1995, Southeast Louisiana would have breached the levee unprecedented reconstruction building projects.
Driving past the new stadium I that Longwood is personified as a
Urban Flood Control Project system even if it had been plan estimated to top 200 bilrealize
since my short and event- man, the school just gives stereo(SELA), was formed in an effort properly maintained.
lion.
ful
time
here that they have not typical male answers to building
to improve the New Orleans'
According to a June 2003
But now after thousands are
finished
one
building on time.
projects.
regions ability to resist flooding. article in Civil Engineering unnecessarily dead and our
My
hypothesis:
The
men
from
Example, Doc Cormier should
Over the past ten years, $450 Magazine, "...any concerted country is in mourning these
Longwood in their short tenure say instead of May 2007 as the
million was spent on SELA effort to protect the city from a promises fall on deaf ears.
as students at Longwood have opening for the new gym, which
projects carried out by the Army storm of category 4 or 5 will
To all those in the governCorps of Engineers.
probably take 30 years to com- ment, (state, federal and local,) made Longwood personified into consequentially has not even lost
a man.
the cars, she should say maybe we
However, since 2003 and the plete."
who watched a city drowned and
We
cannot
multi
task.
We
have
will
get to it.
beginning of the war in Iraq, the
While the current administra- did nothing, if your hearing still
And boom, when it is complete
budget has been repeatedly tion's unwillingness to appro- works I suggest that you listen numerous projects on deck. And
slashed by the federal govern- priate the necassary funds for to Phil Collins, "In the Air of are any of them ever completed it will be an awesome surprise.
ment.
Remember the best prize is a surthe levee system certainly the Night," in fact I suggest you on the time?
No. Just ask my mother how prise.
According to an article by deserves to be scrutinized, it press repeat.
many times I have said, "Oh, I
Will Bunch of the Philadelphia would be unfair to blame them
will
be done with (insert any
Daily News, "The 2004 hurri- for the levee's failure to with- Patrick A Gorham

News
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Aramark Not to Feed Fort Pickett Evacuees
Naomi Pearson

Hurricane Katrina.
With the blessing of President
Cormier and Mary Thornton,
District Manager with Aramark,
Avent got to work.
Within a couple of days of
receiving the call (September 6)
for help, he and Atkins had been
to Fort Picken to assess the food
service facilities (September 7),

Saturday afternoon (September
10) to check on the progress of
the relocation program, he was
Aramark at longwood University
told the there were no evacuees
will not be providing meals to
and not to send any food. FEMA
evacuees at Fort Pickett—at least
had shut down the Fort Pickett
for now. Plans to use the former
evacuation plan.
military base to house families
But the three meals for Friday
displaced by the storm have been
and breakfast and lunch for
suspended indefinitely.
Saturday had already been preAfter organizing a volunpared and transported by
teer
effort
involving
volunteer drivers from the
Longwood faculty and
corrections department.
Hampden-Sydney, other
Consequend)', all the volAramark division offices
unteers for Sunday had to
and
the
Nottoway
be tracked down and
Correctional Center, Grant
informed of the change in
Avent,
Food
Service
plans.
Director for Longwood
The fate of the food
Dining Services, received
that was set to Fort Pickett
word that there would be
is as yet unknown.
no need for their services.
•mw.lmg^oJtdu
Brenda Atkins, the
Peter Blake, the Secretary of planned a menu, and put out a Executive
Director
of
Education
for
the call for extra hands.
Governmental
Affairs
and
Commonwealth of Virginia,
Thursday (September 8) of Special Projects in President
called Brenda Atkins, Executive that week, Avent received anoth- Cormier's office said that it could
Director of Governmental er .call asking if he could start have been consumed by the volAffairs and Special Projects in providing the food the next day. unteers at Fort Pickett who had
President Cormier's office to He could and did. "That's what expected to help with the incomrequest Aramark's assistance in we're good at," Avent said.
ing families.
feeding people displaced by
However, when he called that
Staff Writer

VA21 cont'd p.l
At this point the formula is
about 300 million dollars short of
what it needs to be, which
equates to a shortage of 1000
dollars per Virginia college student.
Kilgore strongly supported the
BAF formula and held faith that
it would work if funded. If so,
because Kilgore himself is a first
generation college graduate from
a small farming community in
Virginia, he holds the initiative to
pay forward the opportunities he
was given by the state and its universities, by helping children who
are the first in the family to
attend university with grants and
even scholarship programs. He
also plans on taking the tuition
assistance grants (TAG grants)
and increasing the pay out from
the average of $2500 to $4000
per student by the 2006 school
term.

Another position that Kilgore
and Kaine differed on was that of
the ability of illegal immigrants
led their children to have access
to in-state tuition, acceptance in
and funding from Virginia state

colleges.
Kaine held that the children
should not be judged by the
"sins of the parents," if the particular child was able to meet the
standards of Virginia high
schools, while living in accordance with residency rules.
Kilgore offered a counter
point stating that if you can't follow the rules of this country and
pay taxes like every other citizen
is required to do, then while able
to attend Virginia state schools,
immigrants should have no right
to in-state tuition or tuition assistance that is funded by the states.
He did go on to say though, if
these students were making
efforts to become naturalized
citizens and met residence guideline for the state, then they
would be welcomed into our
institutions. On of the last topics
of the forum was the lack of
research occurring at state campuses. Such research is helps a
universities accreditation, while
bringing in better faculty and
more funding.
Both Kaine and Kilgore
agreed that it was important to
start advocating research and

both had a few ideas of how
Virginia could stop losing great
minds and great finds to other
states and institutions.
The primary hurdle is once
again a lack of funding. Often
time's faculty will start research
but the university won't have
enough money to continue to
provide funding. Researchers are
then forced to seek money from
commercial sources.
Kaine said he saw that universities holding rights to the
research of faculty deters faculty
members from wanting to do the
work without the payout. Kilgore
even proposed bringing commercial research companies onto
campuses or in surrounding areas
in coalition with the universities;
doing so by offering tax deductions for cooperation and marketbased incentives.
All in all the candidates were
very well spoken and passionate
about higher education and its
importance to the well being of
our state. Kilgore said it best,
"Higher education is a public
good, it's for the good of the
public What can we be without
education?"

September 22, 2005

"We the People of the United States, in
Order to form a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, insure domestic
Tranquility, provide for the common
defense, promote the general Welfare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain
and establish this Constitution for the
United States of America."

Longwood s Participation in
Constitution Day
Ricky Jennings

Byrd believes that the essential purpose of the federal legislation is to educate the public so
The Constitution of the that they can protect the governUnited States of America is a. ment from the very people that
document that gives the operate it.
American public a vantage
Byrd states, "We cannot
point from which to view the defend and protect this dream if
evolution of the American we are ignorant of the
government.
Constitution's history and how it
Despite the Constitutions works. Ignorance is ultimately
importance to American the worst enemy of a people
society many citizens are who want to be free."
uneducated about its conA common criticism of this
tents.
legislation is the question of its
Senator Robert C. Byrd is constitutionality.
very concerned with the pubSome believe that freedom is
lic's general lack of under- lost when something is forced
standing of what the upon its citizens.
Constitution means and how
Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2
it affects every Americans of the constitution states:
life.
On his congressional webThe Congress shall have Power to
site (www.byrd.senatc.goy
Staff Writer

/constitution day.html) he
states, "To preserve the constitution, we must be willing
to make it work, to make it an
active part of our lives."
Byrd's mission to educate
the
public
about . the
Constitution was furthered
with the introduction of legislation last year that instituted a nation wide requirement
that all educational institutions receiving federal funds
offer a Constitution instructional
program
every
September 17.
Longwood's participation
in Constitution Day was fulfilled by holding a trivia
night, with the winner receiving an Apple Ipod shuffle.
The event, which took
place in the Student Union,
unfolded with the presentation of a series of questions
such as, the establishment of
women's rights, the date the
Constitution was signed, and
the number of amendments
to the Constitution

dispose of and make all needful Rules
and Regulations respecting Territory
or other Property belonging to th'e
United States.

This excerpt from the
Constitution gives the government the right to make all rules
and regulations with in all lands
considered part of the United
States.
However, do other aspects of
this legislation conflict with
issues of speech or assembly?
If students are assembling on
campus and the government
regulates what they are to assem- ble for, does this violate a concept of freedom of assembly?
The government's push for
expanded control over the people is a reminder of the need for
checks and balances, which are
also instituted by the constitution. Legislation such as Byrd's
might one day help to define
what is constitutional and what
isn't.
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For tke Week of September 23rd - 29tk
Friday the 23rd
Family Weekend!
Comedian: Tom
Cotter
9:00 p.m.
Lankford Ballroom

Saturday the 24th
Family Weekend!
Musician: John
Rush
11:30 a.m.
Brock Commons
Movie: Madagascar
2:00 p.m.
Lankford Ballroom

Sunday the 25th

Tuesday the 27th

Family Weekend!

LU Martial Arts
Club
7:30 p.m.
Tabb Wrestling
Room

Monday the
26th
Vagina Monologues
Auditions
7:00 p.m.
ABC Rooms
Fowl For Thought
Internet Use /
Computer Games
12 p.m.
Dining Hall Annex

Ring Ceremony
4:00 p.m.
Alumni House
Marvels of the
Mind: The Evasons
8:00 p.m. .
Jarmen Auditorium

Vagina Monologues
Auditions
7:00 p.m.
ABC Rooms

p<#*

The Longwood University
Alumni House
Did You Know....
• Room Prices Range from $30.00 - 45.00
• Alumni House is $20 - 60 less expensive than
any other overnight accommodations in Farmville
• Parents of Longwood Students can stay here
• Continental Breakfast is served every morning
• The Alumni House is in walking distance
of the campus
Located at 608 High Snret / Farmville, VA 23901
Telephone- (434) 395-2617
www.longwcxxl.tdu Alumnihoinf

FRESHMAN CUSS

Wednesday
the 28th
Graduate Fair
4:00 p.m.
Brock Commons
The Soap Box
7:30 p.m.
Lancer Cafe

Sept. 26th - 30th on
SET IN THERE AND VOTE!
HOW WOUID YOU LIKE AN ARCADE?

Spring Break 2006. Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring
on-campus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Please, take a free moment while eating lunch or dinner to
fill this out! We need your input to know what kind of games
you'd be interested in seeing, for consideration in future
plans. Please cut (rip, etc.) this survey out and return it to
the collection box on the counter of the Post Office!
Check Ihe box that applies per each game:
Yes (Would use regularlyl [ ]; Ho (Wouldn't use) [ ] ; Indifferent ( |
Beataiania IIDX
(Anv available style)

Megatouch (Touchscreen (
Y| |;N| |;I| |

s)

YI 1:N I |;I[ |
Ikaru«a

WELLNESS WEDNESDAYS

Dance Dance Revolution
(Extreme)
Y| |;N | |:I | |

Attention Students, Faculty and Staff: Are you STRESSED? TIRED? Low on ENERGY?
Then take advantage of the Student Health and Wellness Center's Chair Massages!
EVERY Wednesday this semester.. . schedule a RELAXING chair massage with our
Certified Massage Therapist! Simply check the schedule online at
longwood.edu/health or call 395-2509 and reserve your massage today!

Tongue In Cheek

By: Ellie Woodruff

Y| l;N

:H .

Mario Kart (!P

Y| l;M |:1.| I

Guilty Gear (XX or Isuka)
VI |;N I |;11 |

Silent Scope '2
Y| |;N| |;I|

|

In the Groove (DDR)
Y| I ;N | |; 11 |

Soul Calibur II
Y| |;N| |; I|

|

Drummania

YI L;N I hi| I

Pop'n Music
Y| |;N| 1:11

I

Marvel vs. Capcom 2
Y| |;N | |;I| |

Tekken 5
Y| ];N| l;I| I

House of die Dead 4
Y| |;N | |;I| |

Time Crisis 3

Y| | ;N I |;I| |
Ultracade (Old-school Games)

Monkey Ball
Y| |;N| |;I| |
Mr. Driller
Y| kN| | ;I| |
Ms. Pac Man
Y| I ;N I |;I| I

Y| |;N| |;I| |
OTHER: Please List Here (this can
include Ping Pong tables, Pool table?.
Air Hockey, etc,)
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The Talent that Teaches Us
God."
This was Heady's premiere
reading at I-ongwood and he kept
On the evening of Wednesday, the crowd laughing as he
September 21st, the I-ongwood described the differences between
bookstore hosted a faculty reading. his and his wife's families.
Seven professors from our very
Then, Mary Carroll-Hackett
talented English Department came up to bat.
graced students with selections
She acknowledged how hard
from their published or soon-to-be developing her poem "The I-/>ng
published works.
Clear After the Hunt" was; it took
The readings ranged from poet- about eight years of fine tuning to
ry to short essays to fiction acted get it ready for publishing. The
out by students.
poem was about a boy's hunt with
The featured professors were a multigenerational gathering of
Mary Carroll-Hackett, Hood men in his family, its relation to
Frazier, Craig Challcndcr, Brett Ins future, and his memory of it
Hursey, Jim Panos, Chene Heady, from an adult perspective.
and Susan Stinson.
('raig Challcndcr read from his
Each writer was introduced b\ "Dancing on Water" poetry colBrett Hursey, starting with Hood lection, which was inspired by his
Frazier, who explained briefly that father's funeral.
teaching a lot of education courses
These poems explained "who
inspired him to write a set of [ChallenderJ is and where [he)
poems based on the alphabet. comes from."
From this set, he read a poem entiThe first, "Breath Poem," came
tled "B is for Barracuda."
to him at his father's funeral. The
He continued with another second, "Distances," was a little
English
Department-inspired more up-beat. He ended with
poem called "C is for Crow."
"The Necessary Fiction of Your
Next, Chcne Heady read selec- Life."
tions from his essay, "Family of
New faculty member Jim Panos
Courtney Stcwardson
A&EE&tor

;t»i unt!,i

Ccn?pe Men*
After my last class of the week, my
two best friends, who graduated last
year, called me, told me to pack a bag
and meet them in Richmond; they
were going to kidnap me and take me
to the beach.
That night we-four girls and two
huge dogs- got to Nags Head around
2 AM. The first night we stayed in a
sketchy house with the beach lifeguards; the next day at the beach we
met a hella-cool local who offered us
a place to stay for the weekend. He
didn't only house us, he fed us and
kept us having fun the entire weekend.
And then, it was once again time for
class and responsiblity-both of which
I skipped out on. But I missed a manuscript deadline-oops!—so I couldn't
sleep the night I came back.
It was definitely worth it!
Courtnex Stcwardson
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read a selection from the chapter, "All God's Children Get in
Trouble When They're Grown,"
in his unpublished novel.
He also had the most unique
presentation of the evening; his
students surrounded the audience and read lines from another
of his selections.
"Friendly Fire, the War on
Terror," Susan Stinson's essay
was by far the most emotionally
moving piece.
It was based on Stinson's experience as a National Guard
recruit.
Brett Hursey ended the
evening with a laugh.
He started with a relationship
poem, "He Knows He's in
Deep," continued to his poem,
"Offerings," and ended with a
poem called "Relativity."
It was a great evening; you can
stop by and talk to any of the
aforementioned professors about
their works.
Be sure to try to get a class
with at least one of them if you
are interested in creative writing.

Coffee Shop Invasion on Third Street
A Cup of Joe, with Jason and Jay vs. Make the Dailu Grind Part of Your Daily Grind
Courtney Stcwardson
A &E Editor
Tucked away, off to the side on
Third Street, is this great little
coffee shop/cafe called RE.
(Prince Edward) Bean Co; you
might have noticed it before, the
little yellow space with a sumo

ees, so every time you stop by
The cappuccino I had was on
you get the chance to have a point as well, and for only $2.50,
conversation with a couple of who can beat it? But that's just
really cool people over a great another great thing about RE.
cup of joe.
Bean Co.; in a time of Starbucks
What makes this coffee shop and expensive caffeine, for the
different than others like it are entire drink menu to be priced at
the already deep ties among the under three dollars is beautiful.
Longwood community. In fact,
So, if you just need a perk-up,
works of art by Longwood they have double shots of espresso
students can be found in the for a dollar; or if you just want to
shop, such as photography by go somewhere, enjoy a latte, and
Art major Laura Wortman, talk to friendly people, go hit up
and pottery works from other Jay and Jason and they'll make sure
students.
you leave happy.
The great atmosphere just
adds to the great food and
coffee served. When I went
Caitlin Dineen
in I ate with professors, stuOpinion Editor
dents and locals alike, every"Welcome to The Daily Grind"
one has a good time at RE.
are
the first words you hear when
Bean. I got the Chicken
entering
the dimly lit coffee shop
Presto Press, which was a delilocated
on
the corner of 3rd and
cious combination of marinated
Main.
The
franchise coffee shop,
chicken breast, spinach, fresh
owned
by
the
New Life Assembly
pesto and Monterey Jack cheese,
with a side of seasoned home of God Church, opened this past
summer.
According to Gena
fries.

H.t. Bean Cd
Coffeo House & Juke

AWHIJ

VS.

'Now that tt!«.j>Mrlt^,

(434) 2Q2-3S4R
wrestler on the door.
Owned by Jason and Melissa
Farwell and Jay Andrews, RE.
Bean Co. opened this summer on
May 15th. Something interesting;
the owners are also the employ-

s

Wood, the general manager, the
town has welcomed the shop with
open arms.
The Daily Grind with its delicious lattes and even more delicious bistro style foods is not just
here for the community but is
here, specifically, for the students.
"All college students receive 15
percent off all purchases", said
Wood. Not just I-ongwood or
Hampden-Sydney students either.
According to Wood, students
from colleges in other states will
benefit from the discount.
"We're trying to make a good
atmosphere for the college students," said Wood. "We want a
safe place they can go without
being surrounded by alcohol and
smoke." The church, happy with
its' youth, kid, and adult programs,
was looking for a way to reach the
college students. The coffee shop
seemed like a perfect idea.
The Daily Grind is planning on
hosting several programs to draw
the students in. Since the shop

has a stage inside, the shop is
looking to have "music nights",
"jazz nights", and "clean karaoke
nights", according to Wood.

Whether you stop by for the
"Not-so-Classic BLT," or just a
"Caramello Blended Latte," you
will leave satisfied knowing that
all profit goes toward an excellent
cause. All proceeds made go
toward the community or the
numerous missions the church
funds around the world.
The Daily Grind is open
Monday through Saturday as late
as 11 p.m.

Arts (^Entertainment
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Alex Store
Staff Writer

/

c

The film may be a little slow
moving in the first hour or so,
but personally, this wasn't much
of a problem. Besides setting

I purposely avoided this movie
for the longest time imaginable.
Not because Tom Cruise is an
egotistical
product
of
Scientology, which was embarrassingly shown over the. summer,
but because of the cliched use of
"the Great White Hope." I was
never a big fan of a movie that
has some random white guy come
in and save everything around
him (excluding The Matrix
Trilogy, I love • that crap).
Thankfully, The Last Samurai
kept the focus equal with Cruise
and the samurai, thus leaving
room for a good, if not great,
story.
Tlie film begins with Nathan
Algrcn, played by Tom Cruise,
drinking his way into oblivion and
peddling Winchester riffles. He is
given a job by the Japanese government to train their military
against a group of rebelling
.samurai who refuse to conform.—1
to the new assimilation of west- up the characters, the film also
ern culture. Without giving away delves into some of the philosotoo much, Cruise spends some phy of the samurai. Don't get
time with the samurai and decides scared, it's not over the top or
they arc cooler to hang out with boring. In fact, with the combithen the people he was working nation of images and some light
for. Needless to say, conflict aris- voice-overs, the film communies.

cates the messages of honor and
discipline in a very memorable, and
dare I say, beautiful way. Seeing the
samurai as just normal, artistic guys
who happened to
be great warriors
was very noble.
This leads me
to the acting of
the film.
Tom
Cruise plays it
pretty
well,
although it was
kind of hard to
see him as a
drunk. However,
he really did a
great job with all
the
physical
demands of the
film, such as the
sword work or
horseback riding.
The real gem of
the film however
is Ken Watanafo
(that Asian dudi
from
Batma:
Begins). He ha
the scary intensity of a samur;
leader, the vulnerability of a m |
who has lost hope in everything I
has protected and fought for, ■
stage presence as strong as a nan: I
over. His key scene is at the
with Tom Cruise, and for thos

who have seen it....I think you
know what I'm talking about (I
cried, so what?!). 1 was a little disappointed that the other samurai
weren't explored that much, such
as Nobutada, played by Shin
Koy.inv.ida. The guy had honor
and coolness up the wazzoo, I
wanted more of him. I know Tom
Cruise needs the camera on him as
much as possible, but for me, Ken
Watanabe and the other samurai
made this movie happen.
The cinematography was also a
sight to behold (pun intended).
There were great incorporations
of countryside shots, fueling the
romantic setting of the samurai
village. Once scene in particular
involves Tom Cruise and a fellow
samurai stick fighting in the rain;
the
scene
just
screamed
"Kurosawa." The use of different
cuts of the characters faces, the

shots of Cruise in the mud, and
just the rain itself made it a fine
scene to watch (for this putz anyways). The battle/fight scenes
are also well done, it helps that
the director Edward Zwick had
previous experience with the
making of Glory.
Besides the lack of exploration
into the supporting characters, I
had a fun time with The Last
Samurai. It sported a good story,
nice action scenes, cooler-thanice characters (KEN IS THE
MAN!), and polished camera
work. It was a shame that the
other characters couldn't be
explored more, but the damage
has been done. Whichever way
you slice it, The I-ast Samurai is
sure to please. If that isn't
enough for you, Billy Connolly
from The Boondock Saints
makes an appearance.

Here al Longwood there are a lol of very talented writers We al
The Rotunda though! it tune thai we give our fellow students a
forum in which to share their works. Any student can submit theii
peotry hut it must be limited to 20 lines (or less); please e-mail
your submissions or any questions to rot""'4 ■ ■|"""" ■•■'■l • "'■■

The Heat We Created

91.3fm
THE 7.TUSIC Orl LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY

W>ck for Belief
Kntriiia Relief Concert
Donations of food, clothes, money warn,
anything van < *u do will help

September 30th
4-9pm

zzs

U ttfktZ Karma
ReHfffciartttrs
foi only $1

The bands playing at*...

Pi off eds go to
the relief effort

BnceWillke ********
TV.
'^oolong
Shot ai the Sun
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Murph s

y' Kids HeatlbFeakRorrtance

Brought to you in part also by Greek organizations in the IFC and CPC|

between our bodii s
surrounds, us.
Stiflocating tail sweet.
\1> In,id 'in your t In si
fingers intertwined,
we lay,
content aiid conflicted.
The feel <>l youSkin misted with sweat,
It'.-, the fall ol me,
it'll clinging to now.

and vulnerable.
W nli wel liazel e>« s,
1 long in see in you.
more than the emptint ss
I l( el inside me.
I know it's n\vT
outside tins room

but tin now,
this bed is mv reality.
\1\ oidj leai is leaving.

Getting up. tealizin

A lien
love so great,
i go is victim
as naivety
breaks down walls.
You set me
with blues eyes blank.
laving naked

iinw is over.

inut so strong
the girl is vfc lini
as she puks up
11 I

|>li

Bv: Courtney Stewardson
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Letter to the Editor: 'These comments are not
meant to be hateful.
In the world of media coverage
we live in today, it is often difficult to determine fact from opinion.
News
anchors, field
reporters, and newspaper/magazine writers often skew facts to
support their particular view of a
subject, many times without even
realizing they are doing it. This
misrepresentation of the news is
one of the reasons the political
climate in this country is more
combative than ever, for it can
cause people to believe that what
their favorite news personality
writes or says is the undisputable
truth.
While people need to be able
to think for themselves and form
their own opinions on a subject
based on the facts, there is a
sacred responsibility for those
who report the news to do so in
an unbiased manner.
This responsibility becomes
even greater when reporting the
subjects of immense importance,
such as the war on terrorism,
social security reform, abortion,
gay marriage, and the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina. The results
of these titanic issues will affect
not only our generation, but
many more to come after us. With
this in mind, there are several

«

things that must be said about
The Rotunda.
The Rotunda, which according to the box located in the bottom left corner of page two in
every edition, is a student newspaper, which is written by and
for students of Longwood
University.
The reason I brought this up
is because, as students of higher
education, we are expected to be
able to perform certain tasks at
am elevated level. On of these
tasks is writing skills.
Every person who attends
Longw(X)d should be able to
write in a clear, concise manner,
in which any opinions are directly supported by proven facts.
This is especially true of students who intend to have a
career in writing, for if they want
to be respected in their field, they
need to have a mastery of the
language they are using.
After reading multiple issues
of The Rotunda over the past, I
can confidendy say that neither
the writers nor the editors of this
"newspaper" have any idea how
to properly get across an idea
through writing. Sentence formation, paragraph structure,
proper grammar, and even basic

! Editors Response to Concerned Reader
Dear
nbb700@mail.longwood.edu,

spelling all seem to be qualities
that are not required for articles
to be published.
If this problem were occurring
in the opinions section, where
the writers are average students,
then there might be some tolerance for these mistakes. The
problems, however, are in the
articles written by the staff, which
are of such poor quality they are
comparable to the writing of a
sixth grader.
These comments are not
meant to be hateful, but to point
out the serious flaws in what
should be a fine and respected
part of Longwood University. In
order to correct these problems,
there are several steps that can be
taken.
First, all the writers of The
Rotunda should be required to
have passed English 150 with at
least a B, so as to assure that they
have learned writing and research
skills to an above average level.
Second, someone who specializes
in writing methods, such as an
English professor, should be
brought in as a consultant to the
editors, to assure that no miswritten articles are published.
- nbb700@mail.longwood.edu

I am sorry to address you so
informally, but you forgot to sign
your name. I appreciate you reading The Rotunda and would like
to address some of your concerns. Like you, our staff also
wants the best newspaper for this
campus; otherwise we would not
spend countless hours in our
humid, windowless, fly infested
office hidden in the bottom of
the Student Union. Since our
staff is new and I just became the
editor, the multiple issues of The
Rotunda you read in the past are
irrelevant to the work that we are
producing.
I also agree with you that
reporters should be responsible
and investigate to the fullest, but
with that said I think that you
should take your own advice. If
you had, you would be aware that
everything written about gay marriage, the war in Iraq and
Hurricane Katrina were in my
editorial.
You may have missed that the
editorials go in the opinion section, not the news section, so
biased comments are allowed and
welcomed. Everything I wrote in
my editorial was factual and I am
completely aware that it was
biased. I was conveying my opin-

Letter to the Editor: Response to Dan Steele
Dear Editor,
When I read last week's letter
to the editor by Dan Steele I felt
obliged to respond.
Without even realizing it, Dan
outlined the precise method that
the Administration used to determine the current non-smoking
policy.
Last semester, Dick Bratcher,
Director
of
Facilities
Management, came before the
SGA and asked for student input
on the cigarette litter problem.
The senate told him that
Longwood needs more cigarette
butt receptacles around campus.
Furthermore, the senate suggested that any decision to not
smoke on Brock Commons
should be considered by the
entire student body.
Guess
what
happened?
Students were polled online and

the majority thought that it was
best if Brock Commons was a
designated non-smoking area.
Hence, the new non-smoking
policy and the shiny new ash cans
this Fall.
Dan's attacking of parking
services is another area I feel
obliged to shed some light on.
Specifically, "...if they had added
more parking before they started
any construction, the problems
with parking... might not have
happened."
Now I am not one to judge.
Maybe Dan has been fortunate
to never have a class in Wynne.
Had he, he might have noticed
the three tiers of parking spaces
that weren't there his freshman
year.
I understand a lot of people
have concerns with parking services right now. Most of them are
legitimate. The FAB drivers don't

stop at the bus stops or even
come by at their scheduled times.
The capping of residential spots
probably wasn't a great idea.
Parking definitely isn't optimal,
and it probably never will be.
What I can assure you. however,
is that the Administration DOES
CARE.
There is a parking committee
composed of faculty, staff, and
SGA representatives (Alecia
Muffins and Craig Smith) that
meets weekly to address specific
problems. Maybe you've seen
Alecia's flyers around campus. ■
The SGA has set up an email
address for people to send their
specific
parking
concerns,
LU parking@hotmail.com. We
are here to listen, and to act on
what you tell us.
The SGA has representatives
on every policy-making committee in the University. We, the stu-
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dents, affect the change that takes
place. The Administration, contrary to popular belief, is not
some huge evil hierarchy hell
bent on making the lives of students as unpleasant as possible.
They want to help us improve the
quality of our experience at
Longwood, which is why, as the
SGA president. I get emails every
week asking for a student representative to serve on a committee
for this or that policy.
NOTE: The Administration
doesn't have to include us in
these decisions, but they choose
to because they care about what
students think. If you are passionate about Longwood, and
you want to do something more
than complain, please contact the
SGA. We are running out of
members to serve as representatives.
- Kristen Casalenuovo

ion, with facts, that were indeed
skewed to make my persuasive
argument stronger. I could have
gone into detail about all of the
good things Pat Robertson has
said, but that was not my focal
point. I was not using this editorial
as a personal soapbox since I am
not gay, in the military or from
Louisiana.
I can sympathize with the victims, not empathize. If you had
done further investigating and
reporting you would have learned
that we were working on the newspaper until 5:45 am because the
computers continued to crash. If
we did not have technical problems
that continued to erase the articles
with correct spelling and grammar,
there would have been substantially less mistakes in the paper.
I assure you that the staff members of The Rotunda are all competent writers and editors who, by
the way, purposely write on a sixth
grade reading level, because journalists are taught to write on a sixth
grade reading level.
I understand that you did not
know this because you were not in
here until sunrise, and I am certain
that if you did you would not insult
my staff for something that was
beyond their control. As far as the
rest of your letter, you were also
mistaken when you said that the
writers for The Rotunda are all
pursuing careers in journalism.
They are average Longwood students who work harder than you
can imagine, considering how
short staffed we are. If you average
how much they do, the mistakes
are significantly minute. We do
have a helpful, intelligent advisor
who advises us.
As you said yourself this is a student newspaper, ergo, a faculty
member can do no more than
advise us. In that lirde gray box you
referred to earlier, it also mentions
that we meet every Monday night
at 9:15 pm in the bottom of the
Student Union.
I invite you and other students
to join us in our staff meeting if
you continue to have a concern for
the newspaper. Student involvement such as having more dedicated members on our staff would be
much more effective than emailed
complaints masked in flowery sentence structures. Thank you for
your contribution and I hope to
see you Monday night.

Features
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A Life of Studies:

Hunter S. Tkompson s

A Different Kind of Class
Matt Pricket
Staff Writer
I grew up poor. Let the judgments begin. Laziness, body
odor, crooked teeth, an inability
to properly speak English, an
obsession with CB radios, and
ignorance towards education.
In today's politically correct
times my youth is referred to as
"working class,"
I, however, like to think of it as
a "White Trash Childhood." 1
went to school as the smelly kid
with used clothes and buck teeth
so intense I could eat corn on the
cob through a fence.
With my parents always working, my brothers and I were left to
make our own fun.
We played with field rats (I
called all of mine Smitty),
explored fancy houses being built
along local roads, and poked deer
remains behind the Little
Debbie's factory.
For some reason, my childhood shocks almost everyone I
meet.
They don't expect to hear that
my family of five lived in a
camper out in a field for a year.
They're even more amazed to
learn how big of a book worm I
am.
"Do poor people read now?"
We always have. However, the
tiny print on food stamps is not
of the same literary merit as an
Abercrombie and Fitch catalogue
(and less nudity).
Over time I've grown to laugh
at people's shock. But there's still
a part of me that's mad at myself.
Am I too good for my childhood?
Have I betrayed the community
that raised me so well?
I don't think either of these are
true.
Even my "White Trash
Childhood" can't force me to be
what I'm not: a stereotype.
About in middle school I realized that I wanted to go to college
and never stop learning. 1 wanted
to devote my life to just reading.
But with all college bound
poor, there were many obstacles
in my way.
First was the accent. When I
was real young I sounded like the
rednecks in Deliverance.
No one wants that sitting

^>

behind them in class.
I was told that no one would
think I was smart with a strong
accent. Gone!
Second was the foul mouth. I
had a pretty dirty mouth at
twelve. In civilized culture, four
letter words are never uttered.
Although boring, gonel
Third was money. This was
tricky. It's hard to pay for college
when ever)' dollar you earn must
goes to a bottle of Thunderbird.
My dirty, poor habits had to go
and it was time to saveWhen starting college I had to
hide. I couldn't let people know
that I was poor, nor could I let a
twang leave my lips.
Even as I write this article.
Word's grammar check is trying
to change "was poor" to "was
not poor." Will the pressure ever
end?
I became someone else. I was
pretending to be Middle Class.
That's a lot of pressure.
Sit up straight, watch your language, find the mall, and watch
the evening news. It wasn't me.
I did manage to hold onto one
habit that connected me with my
upbringing. Smoking. Not to
say that all poor smoke, but it
certainly was something always
present around me.
One night during my sophomore year, I was standing outside
the Cunninghams smoking my
last cigarette of the night.
Then is hit me. I was smoking"
Cherokees!
I couldn't even afford Middle
Class cigarettes. Who did I think
I was?
On the next break I brought
back my banjo and proceeded to
re-White Trash myself.
I didn't have to work hard or
study. It wasn't anything that
had to be learned.
It's who I am. It was the easiest lesson I've learned at college.
I curse in classes now, my
accent is slightly more prominent than before (and even more
so after a few drinks), but I soil
have to work my way through
school.
But who cares. I'm poor and
proud of it
And to tell the truth, this campus could use a little White Trash
Class.
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Suicide Note Released
Hunter S. Thompson
hup: 11shmdepenJem.org/

Dan Steele
Staff Writer
——
The possibly final words of
gonzo journalist Hunter S.
Thompson, the larger-than-life
author of the classic Fear and
I^oa thing in Las Vegas, will be published in the latest edition of
Rolling Stone, according to the
Associated Press.
Written to his wife, Anita, the
note is dated from four days
before Thompson committed
suicide. Entided "Football Season
is Over" and written in black
marker, he wrote:
"No More Games. No More

Bombs. No More Walking. No
More Fun. No More Swimming.
67. That is 17 years past 50. 17
more than I, needed or wanted.
Boring. I am always bitchy. No
Fun — for anybody. 67. You are
getting Greedy. Act your old age.
Relax ~ This won't hurt."
"67. That is 17 years
past SO. 11 more than
I needed or wanted.
Boring."
Thompson shot himself on
February 20th at his home in
Woody Creek, CO, having been in
a constant state of pain for weeks
following a host of physical ailments, including hip replacement
surgery and a broken leg.
Locals who knew him
described him as increasingly

depressed leading up to the suicide.
Starring his journalistic career
as a sportswriter during a brief
stint in the Air Force, Thompson
gained notoriety during the late
60's and early 70's as one of the
pioneers of "New Journalism"
and wrote frequendy for Rolling
Stone as a political correspondent.
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas,
which was originally published in
serial form in Rolling Stone in
1971, became his most wellknown work and was adapted into
a 1998 movie directed by Terry
Gilliam (of Monty Python fame)
and starred Johnny Depp and
Benicio Del Toro.
On
August
20,
2005,
Thompson's ashes were shot out
of a cannon amid fireworks at his
home as requested in his will.

Get to Know the New RECs
Ellie Woodruff
Co-lyatures Hditor and Cartoonist
Four new faces joined the
ranks of Residential and
Commuter Life this summer.
Kim Schacffer, Josie Hatficld,
Jon Strine and Michelle
Chandler
are
all
new
Residence
Education
Coordinators - or RECs coming into the Longwood
family.
Longwood,
seeing the
largest influx of new RECs in
several years, has welcomed
them with open arms.
But don't be fooled, while
they're new to Longwood,
none of them arc new to the
college scene. All RECs are
required to have a master's
degree —usually specializing in
some aspect of education or
counseling.
Kim, who achieved her
undergraduate and masters
degree at Lynchburg College,
also finds free rime for canoeing and taking classes at the
YMCA.

While Kim, REC for Curry,
claims to be boring, she and
the other RECs are anything
but.
Their interests are as varied
as they and their residence
halls are.
Josie,
REC
for
the
Cunninghams, mastered in
Student
Affairs
and
Administration at Ball State
and loves racing games and
Myst for X-Box.
She's also an avid Harry
Potter fan and, incidentally,
really was named for the old
cartoon show. Too late, folks,
she's heard all the jokes.
Jon, the REC for Frazer,
attended Geneva College for
his
masters
in
Higher
Education and enjoys running,
bowling and Frisbee.
While Jon's competitive
edges gives him ample time to
enjoy
recess
activities,
Michelle has spent the past six
years in the classroom —as a
teacher.
Michelle has completed a
master's degree in Special

Education at Virginia State,
specializing in the learning disabled.
While Michelle's taken her
fair share of time in the classroom, she always found time
to read and scrapbook.
She's brought those hobbies
with her to Cox and Wheeler
during her stay here with us at
Longwood.
(She's also a huge Golden
Girls fan - Dorothy's her
favorite.)
So what does the average
student glean from all this?
Not only do our new RECs
have a fistful of higher learning to help them create and
further the comfortable environment Longwood is known
for — they're also not too different from the average student.
So next time you see your
REC, say hello. They've been
around the block before and
are here to help.
Even if they don't want us
to print all the jokes they tell.
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First at Last: Men's Socer Gets 1-0 Win Over ECU
However,
Cosic's
shot Leon Malca's floating pass to of the way as the Lancers held
on for the victory.
deflected off of Hicks and teammate Sean Harney.
Harney made a diving scissor
For Atkinson, only one word
Cosic's rebound attempt was
The men's soccer team earned knocked out of bounds by the kick on the right side of the net, could describe the emotions of
but was unable to flex the shot his first career win as head
its first victory of the seasn goalie.
coach:
against East Carolina University
After 45 minutes to play, nei- in the net.
After
"Relief,"
(ECU)
last
ther team was
—
establishing
Atkinson
night, ending
able to find the
■r•■■■■■■■■■«
|»
an
offensaid.
a
winless
net and ended
sive
threat,
"It's
drought of 11
the first half
the
Lancers
something
games dating
tied 0-0. In the
we've been
back to last
opening peri- broke the
stalemate
building up
season.
od, I-ongwood
for a long
Longwood
held the advan- on Cosic's
time.
It's
sophomore
tage in shots goal from
good
to
forward Elvis
with six .to Greisbach's
put in a
Cosic netted
ECU'S
four, assist.
The goal
workmanthe only goal
but the Pirates
like
perof the contest |
had five corner was Cosic's
at the 13:36
formance
kick chances to first of the
mark of the
the
Lancers' season and Forward Todd Ru ney (right) posted to get the
the
asist
second half.
result,"
one.
a shot in the win
T
h
e
was
Atkinson
In the net,
Lancer's Midfielder Max Griesbach pro- Longwood's Griesbach's first, as well.
stated.
M
a
x vided the assist on Elvis Cosic's Youmans
Cosic offered an explanation
The
win
improved
for
Longwood's
typical
singleGreisbach 3ame-winnin3 3oalLongwood's
record
to 1-5-1
recorded three
made a high
■*" fxauia ProtiJed by LU Sports Info
forward
offensive
style.
while
the
loss
dropped
ECU to
saves
while
pass from the far side of the ECU's Hicks managed four
"We usually start with one 0-6 on the season.
field to Cosic, who headed the saves in the opening frame.
forward," Cosic said. "Coach
In the win, Longwood led
ball past ECU goalie Chris Hicks
looks
at our performance and ECU in shots (13-11), but
During the second half, both
for the score.
makes changes during the game. trailed in corner kicks (7-3),
teams sought to end the score"We've been working on that less struggle and earn their first We like to put two forwards up with each team tying in saves (7,
the past three practices," Cosic victor)'.
top at the end of the game. Youmans had 6 in net).
said. "It's about just getting
That's up to coach to
ECU travels to High Point in
service in the box and I hapmake that call."
search of its first win, while
pened to be there."
Atkinson said, "Well; Longwood is only two games
Longwood took charge early
the offense stems from away from its first-ever Atlantic
in the match with senior midthe defense not giving Soccer Conference
(ASC)
fielder/defender taking a shot
anything away early.
match against Hartwick.
on goal 1:37 in the match.
The key tonight was to
Atkinson
recognized
The Pirates of ECU battled
have quick transition to improvements to his team need
back and at the 3:38 mark, sophget the ball wide and to be made before the conferomore defender Alex Morrow
deliver the ball to the box ence schedule begins.
charged towards centerfield and
with quality."
'To be ready, we need to add
kicked a shot at the Lancer net.
After the score, ECU more consistency to our perHowever, Lancer senior
had plenty of opportuni- formance," Atkinson said. "We
defender Dana Shaffer rushed
ties to fire back at the need to play the full ninety mintowards the ball and broke up
Lancers, but the Pirates utes. A win will help our confithe scoring chance.
were unable to capitalize dence and it will springboard us
Neither winless team was able
on their chances.
into Saturday's game with
to draw first blood in the game's
At 70:34, Pirates' keep- renewed confidence."
opening minutes, but several Defender Leon Malta records 2 er Hicks uses a free kick
Longwood plays a trio of
shots in the last night's match
near misses filled the back-andfor a cross-field pass to road games including Mount St.
against ECU.
forth duel in the first frame.
senior forward Ryan Mary's, Duke, and their first
ECU forward Matt Kowaleski
Bostian. Bostian takes a conference game against ASC
Just 54 seconds into the
had a one-on-one chance with
kicking
shot at the Lancers' member Hartwick on October
frame,
sophomore
ECU
Longwood
goalie
Brandt defender Danny Lundquist took Youmans, but Longwood's 2. The Lancers next home
Youmans 15 minutes into the a free kick and passed the ball goalie made a diving stop to game is October 8 against
match, but Kowaleski forced his high to teammate Morrow for a deflect the ball.
Liberty at 6:00 p.m.
shot wide left of the box.
Bostian
took
the
rebound,
header.
At the 30-minute mark, ECU
Longwood's Youmans made but the Lancer defense booted
goalie Hicks mishandled the ball a leaping catch to snatch the ball the ball away from threatening
allowing Longwood's Cosic a away from the opposition.
the net.
golden opportunity to break the
Longwood and ECU skirLongwood pressured ECU at
stalemate.
55:33 with senior defender mished back-and-forth the rest
Kyle Martin
Sports HJitor
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OKTOBERFEST
SCHEDULE
Sunday, Oct 2nd
-Dr. Jordan - Bonfire on Wygal
Parking Lot

Monday, Oct- 3rd
-Beach/Hawaiian Day

Tuesday. Oct, 4th
-Organization Day
Wednesday. Oct. 5th
-Twin Day
-Step Expo - 9pm in Lancer
Gym - $2/person
Thursday. Oct 6th
-Blue & White Day
-Alzheimer's Walk - 4pm Start at Lancaster, end at
Brock Commons
Friday. Oct. 7th
-Class Color Day
-Color Wars - 4pm on
Wheeler Lawn
-Battle of the Bands - 4pm,
Behind Student Union
-Dinner Picnic - 4:30 - 6:30 on
Stubbs Lawn

Saturday. Oct 8th
-12-1 -Longwood
Entertainment (Performances
by: Spirit Leader, Klowns,
Cheerleaders, Jazz
Ensemble, and BASIC)

-12-6-Booths Open
-12-5 - Novelties (Mechanical
Bull, Wax Hands, Inflatables,
Antique Photos)
-11:30-1:30 - Lunch Picnic on
Stubbs Lawn
-1-2pm - German Band

-2-6pm - Festhouse, in Lancer
Cafe
-2:05-3:20-Afroman
-3:25-4:25 - Will Gravett
-4:30-5:45 - Keller Williams
•4:30-6:30 - Dinner Picnic on
Stubbs Lawn
-5:50 - 6:50 - River City High
-7-8:15-Betterthan Ezra

Shorts
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Women's Soccer Falls 2-1 to App. State
Kyle Castillo
News Editor

The Lady Lancers soccer team
lost 2-1 last Saturday against visiting Appalachian State in a fiercely
contested match.
The loss, Longwood's fourth in
a row, dropped the Lancers'
record to 2-5 this season.
The Mountaineers broke a 0-0
stalemate at 55:30 of the second
half when Whitney Southard
notched a goal off of a Dana
Murphy cross pass.
Murphy forced the issue again
at 78:10 in the second half when
her corner kick set up teammate
Casey Cleary who tallied the winning goal with a header.
"They caught us back on our
heels early in the second half with
that goal. Once they scored they
changed the tone of the game,"
Longwood Women's Soccer Head
Coach Todd Dyer said.
Longwood kept the score 0-0
going into halftime, thanks to
solid play from sophomore goaltender Anne Whitmore.
Junior goalkeeper Heather
Storrie did not play while serving
a suspension after receiving a red
card in Longwood's previous
game against Elon.
Dyer said Whitmore, "played
really well. She managed the game

and made some big saves that we
really needed."
Lead by Whitmore, who made
five saves on the day, the Lancer
defense allowed just three shots
on goal in the first half.
However, the Lancer offense
was held to only one first-half
shot on goal by
Appalachian
State.
Longwood's
lone goal came
at 85:00 when
freshman Beth
Shade slipped
the ball past the
Mountaineer
goal
keeper
Elizabeth
McCutcheon
after receiving
a cross pass from red shirt freshman Lauren Lawson. Both the
goal and assist respectively were
collegiate
firsts
for
the
Longwood teammates.
Once on the scoreboard, the
Lancers energy level appeared to
increase as they attacked the net
with tenacity in the games waning
minutes.
"Late in the game we showed
some urgency," Dyer said. "We
had two or three real good scoring chances off of some scrambles. You've gotta think that

you're gonna something out of it
but not quite."
The Lancer's best scoring
chance to tie the game came at
the 75:00-minute mark when the
Lancer attack caught opposing
goalie Elizabeth McCutcheon out
of the net.
Although Longwood
took
three
shot
attempts, Mountaineer
defenders were able to
stave off the threat.
Although the end
result was a loss, the
match
was
vast
improvement over last
year's contest between
the
two
teams.
Appalachian State was
victorious by the score
of 5-0 in 2004.
The Lancer's team maturation
from last year made an impression on Mountaineer head Coach
Ben Popoola, who said, "give it
to Longwood, they were a good
team and I'm really impressed
with their improvements."
Longwood hits the road for its
next two games including
Maryland- Baltimore County on
Friday and Liberty next Monday.
The Lancer's next home game is
September 29 against Coastal
Carolina at 7:00 p.m.

Longwood Rugby ClahQSjfw^ Victories
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Support your local hooker:
Play Women's Rugby
Practice: 4-6 p.m. on Her
(behind the 1)11 al I)
For more info, contact:
Liah Williams
lhwillia<frlongwood.edu
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First games go well lor women and men s teams.
John Graham

throughout the opening half.
Early season rustiness showed in
the play and some easy score
went unconverted.
The Longwood rugby program
Still, tries by Justin Mulkey and
played their first games this past
Eric Dodd and conversion
weekend.
The Women's teams trav- "The Women's teams traveled to by Tony Soules made the
eled to Radford University Radforcd University...and won halftime score 14-0.
With liberal substitutions
for a Virginia Rugby Union 20-3."
for the second half
(VRU) match and won 20-3.
"The Men's team traveled to Longwood continued their
Christina Clay played wing
Danville, VA...[and won] 19-1."
excellent play with Juan
and scored two tries for 10
Romero leading the charge
points and Nina Elliot
and Daniel Gill scoring to make
scored one try. Heather Turner a senior men's club playing in the
the final 19-7 in favor of the
completed the scoring with a con- North Carolina Rugby Union
(NCRU).
Lancers.
version and a penalty goal.
College
teams
do
not
normalThis weekend the women travTurner was also named
el
to
Williamsburg to play William
ly
play
men's
teams
but
woman-of-the-match by her
and
Mary
while the men travel to
Longwood
and
Danville
have
teammates for her outstanding all
made
this
match-up
a
traditional
Norfolk
to
play Old Dominion
around play.
University.
The victory was particularly opener for both squads.
The Lancers dominated play
good given that nine players on
Riigbf Coach

the team had never played a
rugby game before.
The Men's team traveled to
Danville, VA to take on the
Danville Silverbacks. Danville is

tin* in io**iitth« army National Guard hastoofta
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It's that
time of the
semester...

Looking Sor a
cure for the

common

DORM?
»

▼

Sunchase Apartments
is the remedy to what ails you!
Spacious 4 bedroom / 4 bathroom apartments (your own bathroom!)

Ask about our "Group of Four Special"
Washer and Dryer in every apartment (no more searching for quarters!)

At [QNGWJ2QD

Awesome kitchen with breakfast bar, dishwasher, icemaker,
garbage disposal, microwave and self-xleaning oven
Unlimited access to the Sunchase Clubhouse with 24-hour
gym, 24-hour computer lab, movie theatre, game room,
swirnming pool, and morel

NOW Is the time to sign your lease for the 2006-2007 school year!
Stop by for a tour of the model and see what everyone is buzzing aboutl
Not sure if Longwood is going tc| let you off campus? Not a problem! If you

aren't approved to move off campus, Just bring In proper documentation and we will
cancel your lease, no questions, no financial obligations! Please ask for more
Information.

~ 501 Sunchase Boulevard - Farmville, VA 23901 ~
434.392.7440
^ www.sunchase-lonqwood.com
e-mail: sunchase-iowgwood@msorents.com

